This paper investigates the influence of wake interaction and blockage on the performance of individual turbines in a staggered configuration in a tidal stream farm using the CFD based Immersed Body Force turbine modelling method. The inflow condition to each turbine is unknown in advance making it difficult to apply the correct loading to individual devices. In such cases, it is necessary to establish an appropriate range of operating points by varying the loading or body forces in order to understand the influence of wake interaction and blockage on the performance of the individual devices. The performance of the downstream turbines was heavily affected by the wake interaction from the upstream turbines, though there were accelerated regions within the farm which could be potentially used to increase the overall power extraction from the farm. Laterally closely packed turbines can improve the performance of those turbines due to the blockage effect, but this could also affect the performance of downstream turbines. Thus balancing both the effect of blockage and wake interaction continues to be a huge challenge for optimising the performance of devices in a tidal stream farm.
Introduction
The study of turbine to turbine interaction is crucial to understand how energy shadowing of an array of devices influences energy extraction by the individual devices. Simple turbine to turbine interactions can be investigated using small scale experiments on two or three turbines, but the feasibility of experimental studies with multiple devices in a tidal stream farm is challenging due to the practical and cost implications of an experiment involving tens of devices within a sufficiently large flow domain. Consequently, researchers are focusing on exploring alternative methods to investigate the flow features around tidal turbines. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies currently represent an interesting alternative for these kind of studies.
The study of wake interactions of wind turbines using both analytical and CFD techniques is well documented as this technology has been in the forefront for many years [1e6] . Recently there have been several efforts to apply similar techniques to investigate the wake interactions of turbines in tidal stream farms, taking into account the fundamental differences in the working environments between the two technologies. As in the experimental approach, there are computational cost aspects which come into play when CFD techniques are used to study the flow features of groups of turbines. For single turbine simulations either in wind or tidal turbines, it is possible to employ detailed modelling techniques such as tracking the individual blade motions with current computational resources. As the number of devices increases, such as in the study of arrays of devices, the computational cost spirals and detailed blade modelling becomes impractical. In such cases we must investigate lower cost turbine modelling such as actuator disk methods.
Study by Ref. [7] used a blade element and actuator disc method to investigate the wake interaction of a tidal stream farm with 5 rows of turbines configured in the stream-wise direction. This study showed that the power coefficient of the second row was lower than the rest of the devices due to huge wake interaction from the first row, but the turbines from the third row onwards showed better power coefficients due to high wake recovery within the array. Those comparisons have been made based on a single resistance coefficient. Study of a staggered configuration of arrays of devices by Refs. [8, 9] showed an acceleration of the bypass flows due to the venturi created by the turbines which is important to improve the performance of any downstream devices. A similar study by Ref. [10] observed that a staggered configurations of turbines with a small longitudinal spacing offers high efficiency. Experimental studies of arrays of devices by Refs. [11, 12] also showed that with a particular inter-turbine spacing there is the potential of accelerated flow regions which can be used for high power production by deploying turbines in those regions [12] . particularly indicated a flow acceleration of up to 14% can be achieved due to the presence of arrays of devices. The experimental work also reveals there is less wake propagation downstream of single row of turbines if the lateral spacing is increased, otherwise laterally closely spaced turbines would produce a huge plug flow of slow water which could affect the performance of downstream devices. They have suggested that an off-set or staggered configuration would provide a better option and allow longitudinally closely packed devices to be deployed with less wake interaction and possibly higher power extraction due to accelerated bypass flows. These studies indicated the importance of analysing the influence of turbine to turbine interactions of arrays of devices in order to optimize the power extraction.
Calibration of the energy extraction in a tidal stream farm inevitably depends upon the inflow conditions to each devices. Given that the turbines interact with each other these inlet conditions are themselves unknown at the start of the calculation, which makes it difficult to apply the correct resistance coefficient to each of the downstream row of turbines. The aim of this study is therefore to obtain a range of operating points for turbines in a staggered configuration tidal stream farm. The turbine analysed is the cross flow Momentum-Reversal-Lift tidal turbine [13] , a novel design intended for use in shallow estuaries in large farm installations (100 þ turbines). Relative comparisons of the power extraction by a base case tidal turbine and turbines in a tidal farm was also carried out to understand the influence of wake interactions on the performance of individual devices.
Methodology
Several comparisons of LES and RANS modelling techniques have been reported due to their increased importance in modelling turbulent flows. It is generally agreed that RANS is the simpler technique but it lacks accuracy especially in applications where there are more complex flows such as vortex shedding, large separation zones, and high streamline curvature [14e17]. In particular, RANS relies on an implicit assumption that there is a scale separation between all turbulent components of the flow, which will be replaced by a statistical model, and any deterministic transient motions such as vortex shedding, pulsatile pumping or (as here) flow components associated with the blade motions. In cases such as this one where there is a significant overlap between the deterministic and large turbulent scales, LES is known to be the preferred approach. Despite this, an initial set of simulations was conducted for the new MRL device in order to compare the two modelling techniques for this turbine. The analysis indicated that the LES modelling technique showed better results for the MRL device. The detailed discussions and comparisons of the two models are reported in Ref. [13] . Thus the LES modelling technique has been implemented for this research work.
Large eddy simulation
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) modelling approach resolves the large-scale turbulent motions by filtering the Navier-Stokes equations, and the small-scale motions are modelled using SubGrid Scale (SGS) models [18e20]. It is generally accepted that the small scale motions in turbulent flow, whilst most numerous, are similar from place to place in the flow and across different flow types, and thus can accurately be replaced by a statistical model. The resolved (Grid Scale) motions, either deterministic or turbulent, are case specific and thus have to be explicitly resolved [21] . The body force (F b , see details in 2.2) applied by a turbine against the flow is implemented as source term in the LES equation of momentum conservation (1) , and solved together with a mass continuity Equation (2) . The source terms are only applied in cells within the turbine blade regions. The LES governing equations are a combination of filtered Navier-Stokes equations and the source terms written as:
The continuity equation is given as:
Where the bar ð$Þ defines the resolved scales; u is the filtered velocity, p is the filtered pressure; n is a kinematic viscosity; d i1 is the Kronecker-delta and v〈P〉 vx1 is the driving force, a constant streamwise pressure gradient, t ij is the SGS Reynolds stress. S ij is the strain rate of the large scales or resolved scales and is defined as:
The resulting SGS stresses from the filtering processes are unknown and need modelling. These stresses represent large scale momentum fluxes resulting from the unresolved scales. Most of the time, these stresses have been approximated by SGS models based on the eddy viscosity concept. The most commonly employed hypothesis in the SGS turbulence models is the Boussinesq hypothesis [22] which calculates the SGS stress as a linear function of the rate of strain tensor. Popular SGS models include the Smagorinsky model, the one equation eddy viscosity, and dynamic variants of these, in which the model coefficients can be evaluated mathematically using grid scale information. A study by Ref. [23] showed that the oneequation eddy viscosity model is much better than the Smagorinsky model because of its weak dependence on the filter width and Reynolds number and therefore is suited for applications in coarse grid LES. Thus, this SGS model was implemented in this study.
The one-equation eddy viscosity model developed by Ref. [24] has been used in a wide range of turbulent problems. Based on [24] , the Sub-Grid stresses are defined as:
where n t is the SGS eddy viscosity given as:
and the SGS kinetic energy, k sgs , is given as:
The transport equation for the SGS kinetic energy is defined as [23] :
where C k ¼ 0.05, C c ¼ 1.0, and s k ¼ 1.0 based on [23] . However, different values of the model coefficient C k have been used in other studies such as C k ¼ 0.094 by Ref. [25] , C k ¼0.1 by Ref. [26] . However, sensitivity analysis carried out with different value of C k showed no huge difference on the results and thus C k ¼ 0.094 was used for all the simulations in this study. The MRL turbine is designed to operate relatively close to the water surface and therefore the dynamics of the free surface is important to understand the overall behaviour of the turbine. The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is a model used to determine the dynamics of free surface flow problems and has been widely used in the study of floating body applications, breaking waves, non linear free surface flows and other multiphase flows as documented by Refs.
[27e30]. In the VOF method, a single set of flow equations is solved for a mixture fluid, together with an indicator function g representing the degree to which one of the phases is present in each cell (ranging from g¼1 representing the complete presence of one phase in the cell, to g¼0 representing its complete absence). The location of the interface can then be deduced from the g field.
This method, which is an easy, flexible and efficient method for treating free boundaries [31] , was used to account for the impact of the free surface on the turbine.
Turbine modelling
Most researchers accept that simple momentum sink zone models such as actuator disc methods are crude and make it difficult to incorporate energy loss processes. However, because of their lower computational cost they are the few computationally realistic approaches for gaining insight into the behaviour of substantial clusters of devices. This study builds upon this accepted methodology by incorporating additional modelling features that induce energy absorption from the flow, providing a downstream wake structure which reflects more closely that of the real turbines. The model adopted is referred to as the Immersed Body Force (IBF) model, which is a novel turbine modelling technique developed by the authors of this paper. It has been already utilised for modelling individual turbines and small groups of turbines as shown in Refs.
[32e34]. For the IBF approach, a body force function per unit volume of the blades (F b ) representing the resistance by the turbine against the flow is introduced to create momentum change. The detailed modelling was developed by considering drag (F RD ) and lift (F RD ) resistance forces applied by the blades against the fluid flow as:
Detailed information about this model can be found in Ref. [13] . This empirically-based model has been calibrated against experiment and found to perform well, although we recognise that it does not necessarily fully reproduce all the large scale deterministic flow patterns in the way that a dynamic blade motion simulation would do. However such a blade motion simulation would be orders of magnitude more expensive to calculate, and the IBF is thus computationally cheap enough to allow multiple turbine simulations to be run.
Avoiding modelling the blade motions means that pressure integration over the blade surface can not be used to directly estimate the mechanical power absorbed by the machine from the flow. Consequently, published research on simplified descriptions of turbines of all kinds has focussed upon calculating the energy lost from the flow. Typical examples of this are the various developments of momentum sink models (e.g. actuator disc descriptions) or Darcy flow based models that implicitly represent the turbine by a viscous dissipation sink region. Examples of this approach are given in Refs. [35e38] . A similar approach has been undertaken in the work presented here, as will be discussed below.
Calibration of the energy extraction by the turbine inevitably depends upon the inflow conditions. Given that the turbines interact with each other these inlet conditions are themselves unknown at the start of the calculation which makes it difficult to apply the correct body force to each of the downstream row of turbines. For this reason, the best option is to apply different body forces to obtain the power curve for each turbine in the farm in order to understand their range of operating points. The body force is applied in the axial and vertical direction giving a complex energy removal. For this kind of complex energy removal, the total thrust force experienced by the turbine can be properly evaluated by calculating the change in flux across the turbine region by applying Conservation of Linear Momentum (COLM) over a control volume. The turbine is enclosed in a rectangular control volume shown in Fig. 1 in order to calculate the momentum flux on each face of the control volume.
Recent studies showed that turbines in a constrained flow have better performance compared to those in unconstrained flow due to an additional power contribution by the static pressure gradient in the streamwise direction as documented in Refs.
[39e42]. Thus the power available to the device includes a contribution from the static pressure and dynamic heads. Applying COLM over the rectangular control volume, the thrust force acting on the device can be defined as:
where T is the thrust force on the turbine. The velocity of the flow at the Àith boundary face located at point x is given by u x j x . The mass flux entering into the face of the Àith boundary is only due to the velocity component normal to the face (i.e., u x ) which is given by (ru x )j x . This results a linear momentum flux of (ru x u x )j x at the Ài boundary. The linear momentum flux for the rest of the boundary faces can be evaluated in a similar manner. Based on this, the thrust force on the turbine can be evaluated using an appropriate control volume enclosing the turbine. The power removed by the turbine from the flow is defined using the thrust force as: Fig. 1 . Demonstration of the 3-D representation of a control volume housing the turbine.
P ¼ Tu t (10) Note that this power removed from the flow is a combination of the useful power that is used to drive the generator and the power loss within the turbine region. In the actuator disc method, the average velocity, u t , is commonly calculated by averaging the velocity over the area of the disc because of the uniform characteristics of the resistance coefficient. However, the density of the body forces in the IBF model are not uniform on the turbine region, and thus the velocity is averaged over the volume occupied by the turbine as:
where V is the total volume of the turbine region. This method of calculating the average velocity value gives better representation of the velocity within the turbine housing. The axial induction factor (a) is a measure of the reduction of the velocity at the turbine compared to that of the upstream velocity which is calculated as:
where u ∞ is the far upstream velocity and u t is the velocity at the turbine.
Model set-up
The Momentum-Reversal-Lift turbine (Fig. 2) has an overall diameter of D ¼ 0.20 m and a length of L ¼ 0.30 m. The blades have maximum thickness and chord length of 1.7 cm and 9.5 cm respectively. The domain overall height is 8.3125D. The spacing between the turbine and the wall boundary on both sides is 5D. The spacing between the turbine with the bottom wall boundary and the free surface are 4.175D and 1D respectively. Solution of the LES and VOF model equations was performed using the open source Finite Volume code OpenFOAM [43] . Two models were constructed; a base case simulation consisting of a single turbine in the channel and a group of 7 turbines laid out as shown in Fig. 3 . The turbines are labelled to identify their positions for the subsequent discussions as T1, T2 etc.
The power extraction for the single turbine simulation was monitored to evaluate convergence and mesh dependency of the solutions using different mesh densities. Assuming that the highest mesh resolution provides the most accurate indicator of the performance of the turbine, the power was observed to vary between 0.17% and 1.15%. With the computational cost being as a factor, a mesh size of 156,848 elements, which has an error of 0.17%, was selected for the base case single turbine simulations. Based on this observation, the seven turbine farm simulation was developed with 1,013,264 cells and fine mesh resolution was used around the zone of interest. The initial condition of the whole domain is considered to consist of two fluid phases, water and air with the water level being at 6.3125D from the bottom of the domain and the rest of the domain is occupied by air.
A list of the longitudinal and lateral spacings for the turbines in the array are given in Table 1 . The Upstream Spacing (US) represents the longitudinal spacing between the upstream and middle turbines, Downstream Spacing (DS) represents the longitudinal spacing between the middle and downstream turbines, Outlet Spacing (OS) represents the longitudinal spacing between the downstream turbines and the outlet of the domain, Lateral Spacing (LS) represents the lateral spacing between turbines, and W represents width of the domain as shown in Fig. 3 with the units of the dimensions being in millimetre (mm).
The blockage ratio given in the table is calculated considering the combined cross-sectional area of the individual turbines which block different stream-tube flows and the cross-sectional area of the channel. Based on this calculation the blockage ratio for the single and seven turbine configurations are B¼0.021 and B¼0.044 respectively.
The IBF model was validated with experimental results and with different turbine modelling technique known as GGI conducted to establish the performance of the MRL turbine as shown in Ref. [13] . Although the experiments and the numerical calculation were conducted in relatively higher blockage ratio compared to the one used in this study, there is high confidence on the numerical model to be valid for any other computational dimensions. Thus the results from the single turbine simulation has been used as a base case to investigate and compare the influence of wake interactions on the performance of individual turbines in the tidal stream farm, which is typical and common way of getting some insight about the behaviour of tidal farms because of the high cost implications of experimental works. The computational domain contains seven boundary patches, namely atmosphere, seabed, wall, waterInlet, airInlet, and outlet. The top part of the domain was air, bounded above by a boundary condition allowing both outflow and inflow according to the internal flow. seaBed and wall are the floor and the front and back side of the computational domain respectively and both patches represent wall boundary conditions. The waterInlet and airInlet are the patches where the water and air enter to the computational domain respectively. The outlet is the patch where both fluids flow out of the computational domain.
The turbine performance depends on the vertical velocity distribution as the inflow velocity is not uniform across the depth of the water column. This inflow velocity is represented by power law velocity profile as it gives good approximations for most tidal current sites. As this study is not focused on specific site, it is appropriate to implement this general power law, which is discussed in detail in Ref. [13] . Thus the power extraction have been calculated based on the vertical velocity distribution represented by the power law along the swept area of the device.
Results and discussions

Flow field analysis
Plan views of the velocity contours of a base case turbine simulation at different body forces are shown in Fig. 4 . To analyse the flow field and performance of the turbine a range of forces were imposed in order to predict the power curve or power characteristics of the turbine. None or Maximum force can be imposed until a point where the power extraction by the turbine becomes zero. However, it wasn't necessary to do calculations for zero power extraction because of the computational cost. For this reason the cubic relationship between the power and the stream velocity was obtained by varying the forces with the peak power being in between two extreme loadings (minimum and maximum forces).
Thus all the body forces were normalised by the maximum body force (Normalised body force (NBF) ¼ F b /F bmax ). At higher body forces, there is a huge velocity deficit immediately downstream of the turbine but the wake recovers faster than is the case for lower body forces. This has a profound effect on building tidal stream farms with the correct body forces that give the optimal power extraction, as the inflow conditions to individual devices is unknown in advance because of the wake interactions. One way of finding the correct body forces is to find a range of operating points for the individual devices in the farm by varying the body forces. During this process, a full picture of the flow characteristics of the farm guides where the optimal operating points would be for individual turbines.
Results from the single turbine simulations were used for guidance because of the lack of experimental data to understand the relative effect of turbines in a tidal stream farm. Fig. 5 shows plan views of the velocity contours of staggered configurations of seven turbines for different body forces. The flow characteristics for different body forces showed similar trends to the results for the base case turbine. However, the effect of wake interaction on the flow conditions of individual devices is now visible in those seven turbine cases. At higher body forces, there is a faster wake recovery, which minimises the effect of wake interactions on downstream devices leading to a similar velocity deficit immediately downstream of each turbine. In contrast, at lower body forces there is a slower wake recovery resulting a huge influence of the wake interaction on the downstream turbines (T6 and T7). The difference is clearly shown in Fig. 5cee , where there is a huge velocity deficit immediately downstream of T6 and T7.
Detailed velocity data was extracted both in the stream-wise and span-wise directions through the center of the turbines to understand the effect of the blockage and wake interaction on the flow conditions of the farm. Fig. 6 shows the velocity profiles through the centreline of the upstream turbines (T4 and T5), middle turbines (T1, T2, and T3) and downstream turbines (T6 and Fig. 4 . Snapshots of velocity contours of a single turbine at different loadings. T7) along the span-wise direction. It is obvious from the graph that the velocity deficit at the center of the turbines is higher at higher body forces (NBF ¼ 1) compared to the same turbines at lower body forces. However, at higher body forces the bypass flow between turbines 4 and 5 is higher than at lower body forces leading to lower velocity deficit at the center of T1. This has direct effect on the performance of that turbine. The other observation from this graph is that at lower body forces (NBF ¼ 0.38) the bypass flow between T6 and T7 is lower than at higher body forces which is directly related to the slower wake recovery from T1.
Stream-wise velocity profiles through the center of T1 at different body forces also showed a similar trend as shown in Fig. 7 . At higher body forces, the wake recovers faster but also creates accelerated bypass regions as shown between the regions from 2De11D.
Comparison of velocity profiles through each turbine in the farm and the base case turbine at NBF ¼ 1 is given in Fig. 8 . The graph clearly shows that the incident velocities to the middle turbines (around 11D) is higher than the incident velocity to the base case turbine which is due to the accelerating bypass flow created by the upstream turbines. The incident velocity of the base case turbine is higher than the incident velocity to the downstream turbines as shown around 22D because of the wake interaction from the upstream turbines. However, the incident velocities to the base case and upstream turbines is similar as expected.
Thrust and power analysis
Influence of the blockage and wake interaction on the performance of individual turbines in the farm was analysed in detail using the thrust experienced by the turbines and their corresponding power extraction. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the thrust forces experienced by the turbines both in the base case and farm configurations, against induction factor. The thrust force experienced by T1 in the farm is higher than the thrust force experienced by the other turbines leading to higher power extraction, while T6 and T7 experienced lower thrust force compared to the others. This trend is also reflected in the power characteristics of each turbine as shown in Fig. 10 .
Power curves for all the turbines are shown in Fig. 10 against an axial induction factor. The results showed a wide range of differences in power extraction between the individual turbines. The power extraction by the upstream turbines (T4 and T5) is slightly lower than the power from the base case turbine. Although there is no wake interaction effect to those turbines there is a strong possibility that there has been an effect on their performance due to the presence of the downstream turbines, no matter what the configuration of those turbines is. The blockage effect of those laterally spaced turbines could have improved their performance as the blockage has a positive impact on the performance of individual devices packed laterally. However, closely spaced downstream devices can have a negative impact on the performance of upstream turbines due to their blockage effect which is the main reason for the lower power extraction by the upstream turbines compared to the base case turbine, though the difference is very small.
Power extraction by the third row of turbines (T6 and T7) is much lower than the power extraction by the rest of the turbines which is mainly affected by the wake interaction from the upstream turbines. However, as the induction factor increases, meaning with an increased body force, the difference of the power extraction decreases. As previously mentioned in the flow analysis, the wake recovers faster at higher body forces thus minimising the wake interaction with downstream devices which reduces the power extraction difference seen at higher induction factors. The peak power extraction by the downstream turbines also occurs at higher induction factor compared to the other turbines.
Performance of T1 in the farm is higher than the rest of the turbines for every operating point. There are two potential reasons for the high performance of T1. Firstly, it is located downstream of the bypass flow region between T4 and T6 and the accelerating flow created within this bypass flow region can significantly improve its performance. This is one of the big advantages to maximize the overall power extraction from a tidal stream farm by positioning turbines in the accelerating regions. Secondly, the power extraction of turbines can be improved by having a high blockage ratio and the fact that there are three turbines laterally sited in this region means that the performance of T1 could be also improved due to the blockage ratio. T2 and T3, which are part of the middle row of turbines, have also shown higher power extraction compared to the base case turbine for a similar reason where the accelerating flow is now on the other side of T4 and T5. High blockage ratio does not necessary mean that the overall power extraction from a tidal stream farm can be higher because when the blockage ratio is increased, there is a risk of losing accelerating flow regions and a high possibility of wake interaction on downstream devices. This normally requires longer stream-wise spacing between the turbines to avoid the wake interaction, which is contra-indicated especially in places where there are spatial constraints for deployment of the turbines.
This detailed analysis in general shows that the peak power from the individual turbines in the farm occurs at different operating points, meaning at different body forces. However, doing a detailed analysis at different body forces for hundreds of devices is unrealistic due to the high computational cost. The other problem is that as the inflow conditions are unknown in advance it is also difficult to apply the correct body force to give the possible maximum power extraction from each turbine. One of the potential options is therefore to design a computationally feasible representation of small arrays of turbines and do a similar analysis to explore the behaviour of the turbines and obtain their maximum operating points. These data can be then used as a base for optimisation tools to maximise the power extraction from hundreds of devices in a tidal stream farm.
Conclusion
A model of a small (7 turbine) tidal stream farm was constructed to investigate the influence of wake interaction on the performance of individual devices. The results were compared with a base case simulation to understand the relative influence of additional turbines in a tidal stream farm. This study has provided valuable information on how to identify the maximum operating points of turbines in cases where the inlet flow conditions to each turbine is unknown in advance. It is necessary to establish an appropriate range of operating points by varying the body forces in order to understand the influence of wake interaction and blockage. The performance of downstream turbines was heavily affected by the wake interaction from the upstream turbines, though there were accelerated regions within the farm which could be potentially used to increase the overall power extraction from the farm. With restricted sites available for deployment of tidal turbines, the wake interaction could be a major problem and using a staggered configuration might help along with closely packed turbines in the stream-wise direction, provided that if there is appropriate bypass flow regions where the turbines located in those regions can gain an advantage from the accelerating flows. High performance can be achieved by using laterally closely packed configuration turbines, but such kind of configuration can affect the performance of downstream turbines. This makes balancing the effect of both blockage and wake interaction one of the challenging issues in optimising the location of devices in a tidal stream farm.
